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Abstract: Enhancing the recovery of an oil reservoir is one of the major roles of any oil company. This is
achieved by development of the oilfields by employing different techniques such as infill drilling, water
injection, gas injection, water alternate gas (WAG) injection and even thermal methods. In this work a
simulation study was performed on five spot pattern reservoir models to determine the optimal production
strategy.Water Flooding, Gas injection and Water Alternate Gas injection Scenarios were compared for an
Iranian oil reservoir. Results indicated that water injection yields better recoveries than gas or WAG injections.
Moreoverthe effect of different parameters such as Grid Size, Perforation interval and Grid orientation were
considered in this investigation. 
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INTRODUCTION [13, 14] are themost accurate methods,but they are too

The primary stage is the period in the oil recovery All the data, especially porosity and permeability
process when oil flows naturally to the wells due to distributions  always  are  not  accessible and they
natural energy such as initial pressure, gravity andwater involve high  degree  of  uncertainty; hence expensive
drive. As a result of production, the pressure declines and and  time-consuming  history matching is required [15].
consequently oil production start to decrease. Hence, the An accurate reservoir simulation is not always required
secondary stage is utilized to prevent reduction of oil and a quick overview with reasonable accuracy is
recovery.The most common method of secondary adequate, or all the essential data for a grid-based
recovery is water flooding [1, 2]. In this process, water is simulation are not accessible.
injected into the reservoirto maintain the pressure and Water alternate gas (WAG) injection was originally
also to sweep the residual oil. In order toselect themost intended to improve sweep efficiency during gas flooding.
economical scenario ofwater injection, a tool to forecastits Intermittent slugs of water and gas are designed to follow
performance is essential [3]. the same route  through  the reservoir. Either gas is

Reservoir simulation provides a prediction of injected as a supplement  to  water or water is injected as
reservoir performance.There are several methods of a  supplement  to gas, primarily  to reach  other  parts of
simulation from simple to complex ones.The choice of the  reservoir.   Moreover,  a  distinction  should be
each of these methods depends on the available data and drawn between   miscible and immiscible WAG injection.
the level of desirable accuracy [4]. However, some In miscible WAG injection, water and gas can be injected
methods like Decline Curve Analysis (DCA) [5, 6]and the simultaneously rather than intermittently [16].
Capacitance Resistance Model (CRM) [7-11]require less
data to simulate reservoirs; their outputs are not reliable Reservoir Description: A three-dimensional five-spot
in many cases, particularly real ones. On the other hand, pattern reservoir model was established as a base model
grid-based simulation [12,  3]  and streamline simulation for    the    simulation    studies.   The   synthetic  reservoir

time-consuming and large quantities of data are required.
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description  is  based  on   an   actual  producing  field.
The geologic model is a synthetic oil zone sector of an
Iranian oil  field.  Initial  reservoir pressure is 4000 psia.
The depth of the top of the reservoir is about 4000 ft.
subsea. Mean reservoir thickness is 400 ft. The reservoir
is assumed to be limited by four sealing faults in its
boundaries. The average horizontal permeability is 10 md
and average porosity is 0.20. The average vertical to
horizontal permeability ratio is 0.0015. Center point grid
structure was used to model the geology. The base model
contains 40×40×20 grid blocks of which 32000 blocks are
active. The X and Y dimensions of each grid block are 100
ft. The model is divided into 20 layers vertically and
named 1 to 20 from top to bottom. The average thickness
of the each layer is 20 ft. There is no water drive at the
bottom of the oil zone and the brine in the reservoir is
connate water. Water oil contact level is at 4390 ft.
subsea, while datum depth is at 4000 ft.

Well Specifications: Five wells are specified in thefive-
spot pattern reservoir model with their marginal position
in order to obtain the best results showing the effect of
different parameters (Figure 1). One injection well is in the
center of the pattern and four production wells are at the
corners of pattern. As employed here, both production
and injection wells are completed only in Z direction; in
base case the production well is open to flow at the 1 to
11 upper layers and the injection well is open at the 11 to
20 lowermost layer of the reservoir. The production rate is
initially 2000 (STB/Day).When gas-oil ratio (GOR) at the
production well reaches 15 (MSCF/STB), the production
well will be shut. It is also better to assign a pressure
constraint for well bottom-hole pressure with a reasonable
oil production rate to extend oil production time and
improve oil recovery. The bottom-hole pressure lower limit
is 1500 psia.We consider some constrains which are
classified below.

Fig 1: Initial state of the Model before Water Flooding

Table 1: (PVT Properties)
PVT for Water

W-Phase Pressure W- FVF W-Compressibility W-Viscosity W-Viscosibility

3600 1.00341 3.00E-06 0.52341 0

Equilibrium Condition

Datum Depth Pressure at Datum Depth WOC

4000 4000 4390

PVT for the Dead Oil
Oil Phase Pressure Oil FVF Oil Viscosity
400 1.012 1.16
1200 1.004 1.164
2000 0.996 1.167
2800 0.988 1.172
3600 0.9802 1.177
4400 0.9724 1.181
5200 0.9646 1.185
5600 0.9607 1.19

Water-Oil Saturation Table
Sw Krw Krow Pcow
0.22 0 1 7
0.3 0.07 0.4 4
0.4 0.15 0.125 3
0.5 1* 0.0649 1*
0.6 0.33 0.0048 2
0.8 0.65 0 1
0.9 0.83 0 1*
1 1 0 0

1* indicates linear interpolation.
Rock

Pressure R-Compressibility
4000.0 0.30E-06

Density at surface condition
Oil Water Gas
52 64 0.044

Water oil ratio should not exceed the value 20:1. In
other word the fraction of water must less than
0.9524.
Producing Gas Oil ratio (GOR) should be less than
the 15 MSCF/STB.
Well Bottom Hole Pressure must be greater than 1500
psia.
The injection rate is set to the value of 2000
STB/Day.
Pressure of  injection  well  should not exceed the
7000 psia. 

The wellbore radius of both injection and production
wells is 0.5 ft.

PVT Analysis of the Reservoir Fluid: The reservoir
contains oil, water, gas and dissolved gas. Theinitial
reservoir pressure is 4000 psia. The relative permeability
and   capillary   pressures   data   are   shown   in   Table1.
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The reservoir is dividedinto two equilibrium regions.
So one PVT table  has  been  specified for each region.
One PVT table is the result  of  the PVTi program which
has been exported as  black  oil model for ECLIPSE 100.
The other PVT table is given as Table 1.

Reservoir Simulations
Injection  Scenarios:  Our  BASE RUN has 40*40*20
Grids. This Base run has been used for each three EOR
processes. The effects of Grid Size, Grid Orientation and
Perforation  Interval  have been analyzed only for the Fig 3: (Field) result of Base Run for the Water Flooding
water  flooding  project. Firs, Water Flooding and then
Gas Injection and Finally WAG process has been
investigated. After that the effects of different parameters
(Grid Size, Grid Orientation, Perforation Interval…) for
water flooding have been analyzed.

Water Flooding Method: First we start with water
flooding. We use base run or 40*40*20 grids. We use too
many time steps to allow water to reach producing wells
and  fractional flow of water reach the  value  of  0.9524.
We define two regions of the reservoir in the REGIONS Fig 4: Well Oil Production Total for water flooding
section of the data file by Keyword BOX. For the region production wells
1,  we  use  exportfile  with name TESTPVTREG1.  PVO
and for the region 2 we use the PVT table which is we define for the reservoir. Well 1 and 2 are in the same
attached at Table 1.We run the DATA file for the Water Equilibrium and PVT region and has the same Oil
Flooding with  ECLIPSE100  and obtained the results Production. This rule is same for Wells 3 and 4.
which shown as Graphs. Figure 2 shows 3-D Graphs of
final state of the 5-Spot Pattern during Water Flooding in Gas Injection Method: After running the model for Water
Cross Sectional view around injection well. Flooding and seeing the result, we run the Base Run

The results of the Water Flooding project were (40*40*20) for the Gas Injection Project and seeing the
shown by Figure 3. By looking at the Oil Recovery curve result. We inject the Gas with Rate 2000 MSCF/Day and
(FOE), we see that the maximum oil recovery with Water the pressure of injection well should not exceed the 7000
Flooding is 42.53 %, which is Equivalent to the 62.88 psia. Also the Producing GOR should not Exceed the 15
Million Barrels of Crude Oil (FOPT). MSCF/STB. Figure 5 shows  3-D  Cross section around

By looking at Figure 4  (Well Oil Production Total), the Injection well after Gas Injection.
we can see that the Wells 1 and 2 produce more oil than By looking  at the result  graphs  for  the Field
the Wells 3 and 4. This is due to Equilibrium Region that Figures  6  we  can  see  that  the Ultimate Oil  Recovery

Fig 2: Final state of the Model after Water Flooding Fig 5: Final state of the Model after Gas injection

for   the   Gas  Injection  is  15.78   %  which  results  in the
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Fig 6: (Field) result of Base Run for the Gas injection Fig 8: (Field) result of Base Run for the WAG injection

Fig 7: Final state of the Model after WAG injection Effect of Perforation Interval: First we analyze the effect

production of 23.33 Million Barrels of Crude Oil. As we forexample Field Oil Efficiency (FOE), Field Oil production
know the Gas Injection is mostly used as Pressure Total (FOPT) and etc…
Maintenance Method  in  gas cap rather than EOR The default perforation interval is that the production
method. Due to high mobility of the gas, the early wells completed from layer 1 to 11 and the injection well is
breakthrough of injected gas will be happened. completed from layer 11 to 20. First we assume the

If we compare the Water Flooding with Gas Injection, constant perforation interval for the injection well and
we can conclude that Ultimate Recovery of Water changing   the   perforations   of  the  production  wells.
Flooding is higher than Gas Injection. Also the reservoir We choose two different cases. For the first case, the
pressure of Water Flooding at the end of the project is production wells are perforated from layer 5 to layer 15
much higher than the final reservoir pressure of Gas and for the second case the production wells are
Injection Method. perforated from layer 11 to 20.

Water Alternate Gas (WAG) Method: We use the Base the production wells (layer 1 to 11) and change the
Run (40*40*20)  for Water Alternate Gas (WAG)  in the perforation interval of the injection well for two different
5-spot pattern.We should note that the period for cases. First the injection well is perforated from layer 1 to
injection wells (Water injector and Gas injector) is 1 year 11 and in the other case the injection well is perforated
or 365 days. It means that water is injected for 1 year and from layer 5 to 15. The default case is layer 11 to 20 for
in this period the Gas injector well is shut. And during the injection well.
injection of gas for 1 year, the water injector well is shut.
For this automatic switching off and on for injector wells, Constant Perforation Interval for Injectionwell and
we use the keyword WCYCLE in the data file. Figure7 Different Perforation Interval for the Production Wells:
shows 3-D Cross section around the Injection well after By analyzing the field graphs  for three perforation
WAG Injection. interval case for production well ( perforation 1-11,5-15

By analyzing the results of WAG Method-Figure 8 and 10-20) we can conclude that the default perforation
we can find the Ultimate Recovery of this EOR Method for for production wells (layer 1 to layer11) is the best
typical 5-spot pattern 35.43 %.The total oil production of perforation interval  due  to highest oil recovery and
WAG   method  is   52.37  Million  Barrels  of   Crude  Oil. lowest fraction of  water  and highest oil production rate.

Sensitivity Analysis: Now, we analyze the effect of the
following parameters on  the  results of the Water
Flooding project for the Base Run (40*40*20).

Effect of Perforation Interval
Effect of Grid Size and Numerical Dispersion.
Effect of Grid Orientation

of perforation interval on the overall results for the field

After that  we  assume  the constant perforation for
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The only drawback of the perforation interval (1 to 11) is negligible  effect  on  the other graphs.  So  if  we ignore
the High value of GOR. Also this interval (1 to 11) has the the effect of grid size on the graphs of GOR and Field
maximum reservoir pressure. Pressure, we can neglect the  effect of grid size and use

Constant Perforation Interval for Production Wells and
Different  Perforation  Interval for the Injection  Well: Effect of Grid Orientation:  In  the last section of this
As a result of the changing perforation interval for work, we analyze the effect of Grid Orientation on the final
injection well,  we  can  conclude that the  best perforation results for the Water Flooding project in the 5-spot
interval for the injection well regarding the default pattern model. To take the Grid orientation into our
perforation (layer 1 to 11) for production wells, is the consideration, we use the keyword ACTNUM in the
perforation of layer 1 to 11, because FOE curve shows the DATA file to disable some grids. But we should note that
maximum oil recovery  efficiency  for perforation interval the distance between well should remain a constant value
of 1 to 11 for injection well. Also this perforation interval of 4000 ft. We change the number of grids to 45 in X and
has the  lower  GOR in comparison with two other Y direction. The size of each block is 125.7 ft.The final 3-D
intervals but the main disadvantage is the high fractional model of the grid orientation is shown in the figure 9. Now
flow of water which is shown in the FWCT curve. So as a we compare the results of grid orientation with base run
result of the effect of perforation interval, we can say that model for water flooding. By looking at Figure 10we can
if production wells will be completed from layer 1 to 11 see the effect of grid orientation. First plot is the Field Oil
and also injection well will be completed from layer 1 to 11 Efficiency  versus  time.  In this graph, at specified time,
we will get the maximum oil recovery. So perforation the recovery for the Grid Orientation model is higher than
interval has an important effect on the total oil production. the water flooding (base run). Also the Field Gas Oil Ratio

Effect of Grid Size and Numerical Dispersion: In this the  water  flooding base  run. In the Field water cut
section, we see the effect of changing grid size on the graph-Figure 11-, we can conclude that the breakthrough
final results of the Water Flooding project in comparison time for the water to reach production wells in the grid
with Base Run (40*40*20). So we run 4 different models oriented model is less than base run model. In other words
with  different  number  of  grids  and also different grid water reaches its maximum fractional flow of 0.9524 earlier
size  to  see  the  effect  of  grid size changing. We prepare in the grid oriented model rather than base run model
4   models    in  addition   to   base    run.   The   models because in the grid oriented model it is easier for water to
are:(20*20*20)-(60*60*20)-(80*80*20)-(100*100*20).We pass through the grids and water travels less distance to
change the grid size only in the X and Y direction. reach the production wells.
Therefore the depths of blocks are the same for each
model.  The   depth  of  block  has a  negligible effect on
the final results because we have very low vertical
permeability so  we  ignore  the effect of changing depth
of grids.

By comparing the results for different models with
different grid size, we can see that grid size has great
effect on the GOR and Field Pressure. The general trend
for all graphs is that by increasing the number of grids or
decreasing the grid size, we can see that the graphs will
close to each other. For example the results of grids
(80*80*20) and (100*100*20) is so close to each other.
This is due to fact that by increasing the number of grids
or decreasing the grid size, we decrease the numerical
dispersion in  solving equations resulting to more
accurate results. But increasing the number of grids
(reducing size of grids) take more CPU time to run the
model. As mentioned above the grid size has more effect Fig 9: 3-D model for the Grid Orientation effect at the final
on the graph of GOR and Field Pressure but has a state after water flooding

the base run (40*40*20) for all runs.

for  the Grid oriented model is lower in comparison with
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Fig 10: Compare the result of grid orientation with base run model for water flooding

Fig 11: Compare the FWCT and FOIP of grid orientation with base run for water flood

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION If one want to have the overall view to these three

The overall results for Water Flooding, Gas Injection best. But it should also consider the Field water Cut for
and Water Alternate Gas (WAG) in terms of Oil recovery this method.
efficiency (FOE), Oil Production Total (FOPT), Field Water The  following  results analyze  different  parameters
Cut (FWCT), Field Gas Oil Ratio (FGOR) and etc. have of the 3 Methods. By looking at the water cut curve for
been compared. these three methods, Water flooding has the earlier

Field Oil Efficiency (Recovery Factor):
EOR Method Ultimate Recover Factor (%)
Water Flooding (302 year) 42.53
Gas Injection (147 year) 15.78
Water Alternate Gas 
(WAG) (210 year) 35.43

Field Oil Production Total (FOPT):
EOR Method Total Oil Production (Million Barrels)
Water Flooding (302 year) 62.88
Gas Injection (147 year) 23.33
Water Alternate Gas 
(WAG) (210 year) 52.37

From  Figures12 and 13 it has been concluded that
the water flooding is the best choice for our 5-Spot
pattern model, because Water Flooding has the greatest
recovery factor.

EOR methods, it can be said that the water Flooding is the

breakthrough of water due to water injection. And gas
injection has the lowest fractional flow of water.

For the case of GOR, Gas injection method has the
greatest value  in  comparison with the two other
methods.

CONCLUSIONS

By analyzing the obtained results in the previous
sectionsthe following remarks are concluded:

The best method to choose as EOR for this 5-Spot
pattern Model is Water Flooding.
Water Flooding has the largest Total Field Recovery.
Water Flooding has the highest Reservoir pressure
at the end of the Project.
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Fig 12: Compare the Field results of three EOR methods

Fig 13: Compare the FWCT and FOIP results of three EOR methods

The main disadvantage of the Water Flooding is its FOPT: Field oil production cumulative total
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